Black flexible vinyl

Clear rigid vinyl
Locator tab
Adhesive strip

Privacy cover
The Privacy Cover maximizes privacy
by covering common see-thru gaps in
restroom stalls. Clear rigid vinyl attaches
to stall with 3M adhesive tape. Black
colored flexible flap obscures gap view.

650-1010 (2) 58 in. pieces per set

(poly bagged) / 5 sets per carton

Hinged Side

U.S. PATENT NO. 8,627,610
ASSURES PERSONAL PRIVACY:
Eliminates most door and panel gaps.
Flexible vinyl flap adapts to multiple
applications. The black color
obscures vision.

Latched Side

Rigid

QUICK AND EASY TO INSTALL:
Self-adhesive for fastener free installation.

Flexible

Cut to fit for various partition door
installations.

Rigid
Flexible

WORKS ON ALL PARTITION STALLS:
Clear rigid vinyl blends to all partition
colors and materials.
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Tools Required:

Installation Instructions

Pencil

For Door Gap Applications (Apply to Post only.)

Measuring
Tape

Rubbing
Alcohol

Cutting Tool Options

A) Latch Side:
Measure from top of door to top of strike / keeper, then measure from bottom of
strike / keeper to bottom of door.
Pre-Cut the “Privacy Cover” with either (Multi-Purpose Snips, Diagonal Pliers or other
safe cutting device) to the above measurements and align the cover to the post.
Clean up the rough edges with a utility knife or fine grade sandpaper if necessary.

Multi-Purpose Snips

Diagonal Pliers

Always place the cover on the side opposite to the direction of the door opening.
Clean surface of post, where the “Privacy Cover” is to be mounted, with (isopropyl) rubbing alcohol. Do Not Use Household Cleaners.
Remove adhesive backing from flat surface of the cover. Use Locator Tab to assist in placement. Press firmly to the post and apply
pressure, using an up and down motion to set the adhesive.
Clear rigid base

Locator tab

Restroom
door

Partition
post

Round edged
doors & posts

3M Tape

Square edged
doors & posts

Locator tab

Restroom
door

Flexible black privacy strip

Partition
post

3M Tape

Clear rigid base

Flexible black privacy strip

B) Hinge Side:
Toilet partition doors may be hinged with different style hinges, installation will vary slightly, but cover will always be placed on the post side
opposite to the direction of door opening. To install the privacy cover, use the same cutting, prepping and application directions listed in the
“Latch Side” instructions above, in addition to the appropriate hinge type instructions below.

Pivot Hinge:

Measure from top of door to top of top hinge, and then
measure from bottom of the top hinge to top of bottom
hinge. Usually it will not be necessary to place “Privacy
Cover” below the bottom hinge.

Surface Hinge:

Measure door from top to the bottom. Hold “Privacy Cover”
to post and determine if adhesive surface will make contact
with the hinge fastener heads. If this condition exists, merely
cut out a wedge of material at the point of contact with the
fastener heads to allow the cover to make an unhindered
flat contact to the post.
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